
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
TO AN EFFECTIVE GRANT 
FUNDING STRATEGY

How do leaders effectively manage the economics required to run local governments today? Increased taxes 

and fees? Budget cuts, scaling back programs and services, workforce reductions? Are there other alternatives 

to support the work of local governments?

This guide examines one of the most misunderstood and untapped revenue sources available to local govern-

ments – grant funding. It’s a strategic playbook to help local governments interested in alternative funding 

sources understand the mechanics and benefits of pursuing and utilizing grant funds. This guide will help local 

government leaders understand what needs to be done to execute a sound grant funding strategy and avoid 

the costs and frustrations commonly associated with grants.

How much grant funding is out there for local governments? 
The total amount of federal spending on grants has grown from 
$7 billion in the 1960’s to $614 billion in 2015. The graph below 
illustrates the dramatic increase in grant funding over this time 
span. The amount of grant money from private foundations and 
other non-profits that award grants to local gov-
ernments and their community partners is esti-
mated to be as much as $300 billion per year. 
In all, there is over $900 billion in grant funds 
available to local governments. In the face of 
increased liabilities and expenditures, and slow-
ing revenue growth, these grant funds can be a 
good revenue source. 

So what do local governments need to consid-
er in their strategy? Better planning and train-
ing is a critical component. Pursuing grants and 
managing grant awards without planning and 

training is a key driver behind the reluctance to pursue grant 
funding. It’s why so many local government staff are so allergic 
to grants. When you add work to support grants without the 
planning or training required to effectively manage the grant, 
it becomes another thing your staff must manage without the 
proper time and resources to be successful. The other critical 
component is understanding the economics of grants. Grants 
cost money to pursue and manage. Not understanding the cost 
drivers may lead to deficits. 
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By focusing on these broader themes of better planning, in-
creased training and improved management of costs, many lo-
cal governments have done a remarkable job of improving their 
fiscal health and maintaining their improvements. This guide will 
discuss how to implement the same sound strategy using infor-
mation we’ve gathered from hundreds of local governments 
through the years. In the next few chapters, we’ll highlight key 
areas of focus and share some interesting findings we’ve uncov-
ered in our work with local governments across the country. 

The Three Key Characteristics Your Organization Needs  
to Develop

To help local government leaders develop an effective strategy, we 
conducted a review of dozens of local governments, with grant 
portfolios ranging from $100 million to $2 billion, to evaluate 
their grant acquisition and management strategy. During this re-
view, we identified three key characteristics that made these local 
governments effective in securing grant awards, reducing costs 
and achieving the goals and outcomes of each funded project.

1. Transparency: Systems were in place to track information and 
activity. These systems also helped identify what projects could 
be grant-funded and promoted internal information sharing 
and collaboration. (See more on transparency in Chapter 3.)

2. Established policies: Policies were in place to ensure proper 
administration of grant activities. This allowed staff members 

to focus on improved alignment with strategic initiatives and 
cost considerations. Reviews were performed to assess the 
time and resources required to develop a strong grant appli-
cation. The scope of work for each grant was reviewed by key 
stakeholders to ensure that the infrastructure was in place to 
successfully implement the project and comply with funder re-
quirements. (We’ll discuss how to develop an effective grant 
policy in Chapter 4.)

3. Central support: A centralized grants office was in place to 
support transparency, enforce their policies and ensure that 
they were improving their performance year-over-year through 
effective reporting and leadership engagement. (Discussed 
further in Chapter 5.) Centralization allows leadership to assess 
matters in real-time, and helps managers across the organiza-
tion strategically plan their grant acquisition strategy around 
need, capacity and planned resources. It also promotes better 
performance through shared strategies and best practice.

Based on these characteristics, we compared the local govern-
ments we reviewed to others that did not share these charac-
teristics. We separated these groups and then measured their 
respective year-over-year grant performance in three general 
categories during 2013–2015. First, we looked at the average 
increase in total grant funds. Second, we examined the average 
increase in grant-funded projects. Finally, we looked at cost re-
duction. The results revealed a clear performance gap between 
the local governments that had all three key characteristics ver-
sus the rest of the field.

Building Your Strategy2
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These three measures are a good indication of how well a unit of 
government is matching strategic need—in the form of planned 
projects—with grant funding to achieve their goals. Increasing 
grant funding while decreasing costs is not hard, but it does take 
work. This guide will describe how to develop the three key char-
acteristics described in this this chapter beginning with how to 
create transparency.

5 Keys Areas to Create Transparency

This chapter will highlight the type of information high-perform-
ing local governments use to manage their grant strategy. In our 

study, local governments that had good information at the be-
ginning of the process, before a grant is pursued, avoided the 
traditional challenges that others face later, such as managing 
costs after a grant is accepted. By spending more time focused 
on the beginning of the process, local governments have access 
to information early, which leads to better, more informed de-
cision making. This helps achieve the desired outcomes of in-
creased funding and reduced costs. Create greater transparency 
by focusing on these 5 key areas.

1. Align projects with funding sources. The dashboard below 
is an example of what many high-performing local govern-
ments use to understand what grants are supporting projects 
across all departments. This type of information helps each de-
partment create specific grant acquisition goals for current and 

Characteristic 1 – Transparency3
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future projects during the budgeting process. Having this in-
formation also provides an opportunity to determine if general 
fund projects should consider grant funding as an alternative.

2. Track activity. Your process will improve simply by measuring 
activity. Establish a process to track grant activity, including cal-
culating costs and evaluating resource requirements. The more 
areas of the process you can measure activity, the better the 
outcomes will be. The ability to track activity is more effective 
if supported by a central grants office. Centralized reporting 
allows organization-wide transparency and coordination and 
will be covered in more detail in Chapter 5. The following list 
provides the most common information and activity reports 
used across local governments.

3. Align grants process with business process. For example, 
when creating a budget for your grant application make sure 
the proposed costs to the funder can be tracked and reported 
through your current procurement and accounting processes. 
A budget proposal for a grant should align with the goals of 
your project and your existing reporting processes. If you do 
not create this alignment, you will create reporting challenges 
that require workarounds, ad hoc reports and excessive ad-
ministrative costs to keep track of spending. These activities 
increase workload throughout the life of your project and keep 
central service departments from supporting other needs. Fi-
nance is often resigned to developing shadow systems to man-
age misaligned processes. By aligning these two processes, 
you will improve the quality and frequency of communication 
between your departments, eliminate staff frustration, and re-
duce overall costs. More important, your staff will spend less 
time on reporting and more time on achieving goals of the 
project or program.

4. Improve the sourcing of your funding information. Most 
projects need to be “shovel-ready” to have a chance of being 
funded because the amount of time between the solicitation 
date of a grant and its application due date does not always 
provide sufficient time to develop an effective, competitive 
proposal. Use resources that give your staff access to more 
grants AND also provide information to help make decisions 
faster. Identify and use key grant information (eligibility, finan-
cial criteria, contact information, recent updates, etc.) to help 
determine if you should invest time and resources to pursue 
a grant. Roughly 80 percent of federal grants are re-solicited 
each year, so make sure your grant information includes past 
solicitations as well. Anticipating future solicitations will give 
you more time to find the right grant and develop a strong 
proposal to a funder. Resource constraints are a continual chal-
lenge, so use information to improve the efficiency of your 
research process—otherwise, simply having access to more 
funding data will not result in better outcomes. The illustration 
below demonstrates how grant information can be organized 
to highlight key information easily and eliminate many of the 
steps and time required to identify the appropriate grant. 

COMMON ACTIVITY AND INFORMATION REPORTS

Activity Reports

View activity across common grant activities such as:
1.  Applications submitted
2.  Closed Projects
3.  Grants Awarded

Audit Reports

Access common grant audit information such as:
1.  File Library  

(all grant related files by lifecycle stage)
2.  Spending Reports
3.  Not Awarded Report

Funding Reports

Access common grant funding information such as:
1.  Funding Allocations
2.  Annual Comparison
3.  Competitive vs. Non-Competitive
4.  Funding Source
5.  Match vs. Award
6.  Projected vs. Awarded
7.  Win Rate
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5. Enforce good policy to avoid pursuing and accepting 
grants that do not align with the fiscal need of your or-
ganization. This will help you avoid taxing central resources 
such as information technology, finance and administration 
by pursuing grants with high administrative costs, or indirect 
costs. Policies that require communication of what grants are 
being applied for and what applications have been submitted 
leads to better future award management. Find a way to sys-
tematize the notification process to support your policy and 
avoid excessive administrative costs downstream. Good pol-
icies will help finance avoid burdensome reporting work by 
including them earlier in the process, ideally during the devel-

opment of your budget proposal to the funder. This will allow 
time to help shape the reporting requirements to match the 
business reporting capabilities of your financial system or ERP. 
Finally, identify tools that will help support your policy. Finan-
cial systems or ERPs are great for managing your core business 
needs, but they fail to support the planning, training, inter-
nal and external collaboration and compliance requirements 
of grants, particularly in all the steps that lead up to a grant 
award being accepted. Find tools that complement your finan-
cial systems or ERP to establish good policy and avoid audit 
and compliance challenges.
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A stronger focus on establishing transparency and setting good 
policy earlier in the grants life cycle will eliminate many of the tra-
ditional challenges and associated costs that local governments 
incur today. Local governments that have addressed these 5 key 
areas have increased performance, reduced administrative bur-
den on staff and eliminated costs. 

The City of Santa Clara and The City of Norfolk are good exam-
ples of what transparency can generate. Santa Clara successful-
ly garnered over $55 million in new grant funding to complete 
several critical projects to the city while achieving 100% of its 
performance objectives. Norfolk doubled the number of grant 
awards, time spent searching for grants was minimized, and 
community-based organizations were more successful in pursu-
ing funding opportunities themselves. Improvements include a 
204% increase in grant awards to the city and their commu-
nity-based organizations. The additional funding for commu-
nity-based organizations has led to a higher quality of life for 
residents. In Polk County, Florida, process efficiency doubled. For 
more examples go to testimonials. In the next chapter we’ll help 
you develop good policy.

Implementing Grant Policy

Good policy can have a dramatic impact on the success of any 
grant strategy. To create an effective grant policy, you will need to 
address three key areas that are commonly overlooked. These ar-
eas are consistently addressed in local governments with strong 
grant performance. 

1. Managing the grants you pursue. Let your budget and 
resources determine what grants you pursue. Have a clear 
process to review grants prior to committing time and effort 
toward a grant proposal. In many local governments there 
is a process to review a grant prior to developing an applica-
tion, before submitting an application, reviewing the award 
before executing a contract, or all of the above. 

2. Bring your finance team into the process early on. 
There is usually resistance early on because this process is 
considered more work. But by participating early, finance can 

eliminate the work related to gathering data and reorganiz-
ing that data for the funder later. The time saved in reporting 
outweighs the amount of time it will take to align the report-
ing elements before a grant application is submitted. When 
done correctly, reports can be generated with little effort.

3. Track performance. Track departmental performance to 
improve performance. Metrics like win rate is a common 
performance metric that can help support the sharing of 
best practice across departments to improve performance. 
Share good performance. In some cases, we’ve seen depart-
ments share resources or expertise with others to improve 
the impact of projects to their communities.

Training, Training, Training

Over the past three years, we have conducted several surveys 
reaching nearly 40,000 employees in the public sector. What 
we have uncovered is that there is a tremendous opportunity 
to improve the grant process in local government simply by 
training the base of individuals touching various aspects of 
a grant. Consider that more than 2 out of 3 employees that 
touch a grant activity are not formally trained before taking 
on these responsibilities.

In many business disciplines such as finance, management and 
human resources, there are decades of best practice, theory 
and education focused on improving the practices in their re-
spective fields. Grant administration in local government does 
not benefit from the same history of well-established standards. 
Fortunately, training local government employees is not a com-

Characteristic 2 – Established Policies4
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Characteristic 3 – Central Support5

plex problem to solve. We’ve provided some free resources at 
the end of Chapter 7.

Good Policy Leads to Clear Ownership

Good policy will also promote clear ownership of processes. Sur-
vey results uncovered that ownership of grant activities is spread 
across a wide range of job classifications. In fact, we counted 213 
different position titles that research grant opportunities and 167 
different titles that create grant applications, including the grant 
budget to submit to funders. Without good policy the ownership 
of processes is unclear and activities are often assigned to who is 
available rather than who is appropriate. This will lead to ineffi-
cient process hands off from one stage of the grants life cycle to 
another. Good policy will provide clear requirements and owner-
ship, leading to better assignment of duties, less staff frustration 
and increased cost savings. Most important, it will lead to better 
outcomes for your staff and the communities they serve.

The City of Detroit is a good example of what good policy and 
training can accomplish. Recently, Detroit’s Single Audit revealed 
41 findings and just $11,000 in questioned costs—down from 
63 findings and over $18 million in questioned costs in the prior 
year. In the years following its bankruptcy, the City has come 
back strong. For more examples go to testimonials. In the next 
chapter we’ll help you identify the right support structure for 
your grant strategy and also highlight why a central support 
structure can eliminate the confusion created by having so many 
process owners.

How to Set Up Your Central Grants Office

A well-designed structure and mature grants processes will allow 
you to reduce costs, retain/manage grant funding, and effective-
ly pursue new grant funding for current or future projects. So 
where do you start? What are the considerations and options for 
your organization? 

We have found that there are three general types of grant man-
agement structures. Taking it a step further, we have also iden-

tified some important characteristics in process maturity within 
those three structures. Using widely accepted process and ca-
pability maturity principles, we have created a five-step maturi-
ty model to help local governments define a path to successful 
grants management, and to help plot progress over time.

The 3 Types of Grant Structures in Local Government

The three general structures that are represented in local gov-
ernments are commonly set up as a result of existing resources, 
experience, systems and grants portfolio size at the time. The size 
of the local government is rarely a proxy for the type of structure 
you can expect to see. We recommend a centralized structure, 
but understand that many local governments may need to work 
from a decentralized structure to a centralized one so we’ve de-
scribe all three in this chapter. 

Decentralized 

In this structure, departments work independently and each de-
partment is focused on their own respective goals. There is no 
dedicated grants team or staff. Department staff may be full-
time, part-time, contractors or all the above. The advantage 
of this structure is that each department’s available resources 
and needs are taken into account when pursuing or managing 
grants. The disadvantage is that there will be duplication of ef-
forts, process inefficiency, inconsistent communication and lack 
of transparency across the organization. In particular, finance 
departments struggle with this model because liabilities related 
to grant contracts, such as matching funds, are not clear when 
accepting an award.

Centralized Reporting

In this structure, departments work independently and each de-
partment is focused on their own respective goals. However, re-
porting is made available to leadership and/or key stakeholders 
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so they can see progress and certain financial information about 
their grant awards. Staff may be full-time, part-time, contrac-
tors or a combination. The advantage of this structure is that 
each department’s available resources and needs are taken into 
account when pursuing or managing grants. In addition, the re-
porting process creates transparency at an organizational level. 
This helps senior managers and finance. The disadvantage is that 
duplication of efforts and process inefficiency will continue to 
be a challenge. The added internal reporting process may cause 
some departments to think twice about pursuing certain grants 
and adding extra work to produce internal reports. Reporting 
may be difficult to consolidate and submit if departments use 
different processes, systems and templates.

Centralized 

In this structure there is a dedicated grants team or staff. De-
partments work with the dedicated grants team to ensure that 
both departmental and organizational needs and resources are 
considered. Staff may be full-time, part-time, contractors or a 
combination. The advantage of this structure is that certain re-
sources and processes are streamlined to eliminate duplication 
of effort, which reduces costs and improves capacity within each 
department. Reporting and communication is also more uniform 
and leadership has a single point of contact. Departments can 
also go to one place for training and support. Transparency and 
accountability are high in this structure. The disadvantage of this 
model is that departmental needs can become secondary if not 
communicated well, and the grants team or staff are sometimes 
viewed as an unnecessary added cost if they are unable to suc-
cessfully work with departments. Knowledge sharing can be-
come challenging; some departments may be resistant to insti-

tutional knowledge sharing. This is the structure we recommend 
that all local governments work towards.

Grants Process Maturity Model for Local Government

The Grants Process Maturity Model (GPMM) is a framework that 
focuses on continuous improvement of grants management 
processes across five levels. Each level reflects how well a local 
government has defined, and follows, common and repeatable 
processes to effectively manage their grants. The first level de-
scribes local governments without repeatable processes, where 
much of the work is performed on an as-needed basis. At the 
highest level are local governments that use defined and repeat-
able processes, collect metrics to help them optimize their grants 
management processes, and, in some cases, become thought 
leaders and first-adopters. Because the application of this model 
focuses on process maturity rather than size of complexity of a 
local government, the GPMM framework can be applied to each 
of three types of grants management structures described earlier. 
The five levels of the model are described below. 
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The 5 Levels of the Grants Process Maturity Model

Level 1 – Undefined
The grants management process is virtually nonexistent, with-
out consideration of wider application beyond a particular 
grant opportunity. Documentation is limited and little input is 
given to improving processes for the future.

Level 2 – Defined
Grants management processes are defined among immediate 
stakeholders or within each department, but not across the or-
ganization. Processes may be repeatable. There are no uniform 
guidelines to allow collaboration among departments within 
larger local governments. 

Level 3 – Established
An organization has defined grants management processes 
and each department is tasked to follow the defined process. 
There is limited oversight, or none at all, to ensure that the 
defined process is adopted and followed.

Level 4 – Managed
An organization has defined grants management processes 
and each stakeholder or department is tasked to follow the de-
fined process. There is clear oversight to ensure that the defined 
process is adopted and followed across the entire organization.

Level 5 – Measured
An organization has defined grants management processes 
that are clearly understood, adopted and followed across the 
entire organization. Performance is measured and information 
is used to continuously improve grants management. Perfor-
mance data such as win rates, unutilized funds, and late tasks 
are available to managers.

Moving Up and Down Levels

As a local government moves up or down levels in this model, 
certain characteristics become more pronounced. As processes 
move up, efficiency improves, grant dollars increase and win 
rates generally get better. Overall capacity and capabilities im-
prove, and projects are funded by more than federal grants. The 
effectiveness of a local government’s grants process is very high. 

As processes move down each level, the overall effectiveness 
decreases. Deadlines are missed, expenses are unaccounted for 
and failed audits are more frequent. Misconceptions become an 
increasing challenge as well. Staff begin to view grants as im-
possible to manage and “not worth the money.” This leads to 
important projects that could have been funded by grants to be 
ignored or missed.

Key Concepts

Here are some key concepts that you should consider as you de-
termine your structure and evaluate your grants process maturity.

• Grants Structure and Grants Maturity are NOT the same. 
Having a decentralized or centralized structure is not a mea-
sure of your grants process maturity. Having a centralized 
structure does not mean you have mature grants process-
es, and vice-versa. Process maturity is defined by having 
well-defined, repeatable processes that are understood, 
practiced and optimized throughout an organization. That 
can happen in all three structures, but results show that a 
centralized system is most effective.

• Grants Structure and Grants Maturity are NOT independent. 
Process maturity must be a focus in each structure. To effec-
tively manage grants in local government, processes must 
be in place. Structure and maturity are dependent.

• Understand the organization, then build maturity. 
Local governments must understand their structure before 
defining processes. Certain grants processes that work for 
centralized structures will not work in a decentralized struc-
ture. Know your structure so you can develop a realistic plan.
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Alameda County’s Fund Development Office is good example of 
a centralized structure. The Fund Development Office has sub-
mitted more than 180 grants and been awarded more than $55 
million, primarily in support of its principle clients, the Alameda 
County Health Care Services Agency, Social Services Agency, and 
the Probation Department. With eight staff serving clients that 
often overlap, and contractors, the Fund Office not only tracks 
and reports to their high-profile stakeholders, but they also pros-
pect [grants] and give Technical Assistance to their community 
based organization partners. You can also read the case study 
of the City of Maricopa, AZ. In the next chapter we’ll review the 
economic considerations every leader should know.

Through effective planning and good grant policies, local gov-
ernments can avail their budgets to new revenue streams, ul-
timately save money by curbing mismanagement, and free up 
their general fund – all positive steps improving the lives of res-
idents. As you consider your grant strategy, you should think 
about key financial requirements to avoid the bad economics 
associated with accepting unplanned grant awards or misman-
aging your indirect costs.

Why Pursuing Grants Without Planning Drives More Deficit

When local governments accept awards or apply for grants 
without the resources and infrastructure in place to perform the 
requirements of the grant award, they run the real risk of increas-
ing deficits. When accepting grant money, which is often on a 
reimbursement basis, an effective system must be in place to:

1. Ensure expenditures are allowable in accordance with 
grant, not your own procurement standards.

2. Track your expenditures for reimbursement from the  
grant funder

3. Meet the reporting requirements of the grant

4. Submit reimbursement requests in a timely manner  
to the grant funder

5. Meet the program performance requirements of the grant

Without addressing these business needs you will spend funds 
that you do not have. Strong policies and central support cre-
ates the type of transparency that gives managers information 
to make good decisions and avoid these types of circumstances. 
When local governments take the time to plan and do the work 
upfront, the process can be very simple. 

True Cost of a Grant

According to an analysis of HUD and HHS Program Regulations 
(Dec 2014) by the United States Government Accountability Of-
fice (GAO), the cost of grant administration is 15-20%. If that 
is the average, poorly planned projects are costing local govern-
ments even more in administrative costs. In fact, many local gov-
ernments are unable to calculate their true cost because they do 
not have the people, processes or tools to perform this analysis 
consistently. Many units of government accept the administra-
tive allowance – 10% de minimus rate – provided under the 
code of federal regulations, 2 CFR 200, which is already below 
the average administrative cost identified by the GAO, or con-
tinue to use a negotiated rate that is not updated periodically 
or does not accurately reflect the administrative requirements of 
the grant project.

The administrative costs of a grant, if not calculated correctly, 
can have a dramatic impact on fiscal budgets and force local 
governments to use general funds to address the gaps that are 
created by not correctly calculating the administrative support 
required to perform the purpose of the grant. For those units 
of government that have a cost allocation plan, use the indirect 
cost submitted each year as a baseline to determine if your cur-
rent indirect costs are in line with what you are proposing to the 
funder. This is a good proxy for where you actual administrative 
costs should be. With an increased focus on planning and train-
ing, local governments can reduce administrative costs over time. 

Economic Considerations6
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Here are some practical perspectives and strategies that local 
governments should consider in the development of a strate-
gic grant strategy. Even if you can’t commit to everything in this 
guide, you can commit to at least one of these approaches to 
help improve some aspect of your grant funding process.

How to Start Thinking About Your Grant Funding Strategy

When implementing a strategy, there are three general ways that 
local governments approach grant funding:

1.  Increasing the amount of grant funding they receive.
2.  Improving the management of their grant awards.
3.  Both 1 and 2.

Approach 1 – Common Strategies to Increase Grant Funding

1. Increase Funding Scope – Go after more than federal and 
state grants. There is upwards of $300 billion in foundation 
funding available annually. 

2. Establish Public – Private – Partnerships (P3). Many 
local governments are partnering with private organiza-
tions to apply for foundation grants. When strategically 
aligned, local community organizations are great partners 
to pursue grants.

3. Improve Strategic Planning – Approximately 80% of 
federal grants are resolicited each year. If you wait to start 
your application when the notice of funding availability is 
released, your chance of winning decreases significantly. Use 
older notifications to find future funding that aligns with 
your projects.

4. Separate Outcomes – Some projects local governments 
attempt to fund through a grant will be to be too big in 
scope to fund as a single project. Break these projects up 
into smaller parts.

5. Replace General Funds – When it comes to grants, you 
should consider funding projects or programs that have tra-
ditionally been funded by general funds, if they have a bet-
ter chance of being funded than other projects.

Approach 2 – Common Strategies to Improve the Manage-
ment of Existing Grant Funds

1. True Cost – Understand and manage your indirect costs. 
Properly identifying and calculating the resources needed to 
administer a grant can immediately improve your economics. 

2. Tools – There is nearly $1 trillion in grant funding available 
annually. Most of that is still managed through email and 
spreadsheets. Modernize your systems to improve manage-
ment and remove the danger of institutional knowledge of 
one person being your only process.

3. Process Alignment – The grant process needs to be more 
closely aligned with business process. Grant budget re-
porting is a particular pain point that creates an enormous 
amount of administrative burden on finance, and some-
times IT. Aligning these processes will alleviate this burden 
and reduce reporting burden.

4. Understand Scope – Each grant award has specific require-
ments set by the funder. Not meeting those requirements 
means missed reimbursements, audit findings, which can 
impact your general funds, and general frustration. Address 
this with a central support person or team.

5. Identify ‘Good’ Projects – Find projects that are strate-
gically aligned with the grant program. This will help with 
resource alignment. Securing a grant may be hard, but not 
being able to receive a reimbursement after you get a grant 
is harder. 

Practical Takeaways7
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Free Resources 

• Council on Financial Assistance Reform (COFAR) resource page: https://cfo.gov/cofar/cofar-resources/. Resources on transparency 
and the Uniform Guidance.

• Association of Government Accountants (AGA) Fraud Prevention Toolkit: https://www.agacgfm.org/Fraud-Prevention-Toolkit/
Home.aspx. Tools for government financial managers to detect and prevent fraud.

• Grantscase: www.grantscase.com. Grant training and pre-award and post-award resources. 

• eCivis Resource Library: http://www.ecivis.com/resource-library.html. Guides, templates, and videos related to grant management 
best practices and grant writing.

• CostTree: https://www.costtree.net/CostTree-Resources. Articles, videos, and case studies related to cost allocation and indirect 
cost management.

For more information on how to implement an effective grant strategy in your local government, visit us at www.ecivis.com or call us 
at 877.232.4847, option 1.

http://www.eCivis.com
https://cfo.gov/cofar/cofar-resources/
https://www.agacgfm.org/Fraud-Prevention-Toolkit/Home.aspx
https://www.agacgfm.org/Fraud-Prevention-Toolkit/Home.aspx
http://www.grantscase.com
http://www.ecivis.com/resource-library.html
https://www.costtree.net/CostTree-Resources
http://www.ecivis.com

